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The Problem: Design a robot to do X

From the Kick-Off:

analyze what exactly do we need the robot to do (define goals)
generate ideas on how to achieve the desired goals
formulate a plan to achieve the desired goals



Goals lead to Criteria . . .

Goals are generally specific tasks to be accomplished :

FRC 2011 : Logo Motion

Need to put tubes on pegs at different heights
Need to pick up tubes off the floor

FRC 2012 : Rebound Rumble

Need to shoot ball at the top hoop
Need to get on the bridge



Ideas lead to Design . . .

Ideas are hypothetical solutions to the problem at hand :

FRC 2011 : Logo Motion

Perhaps some form of robot arm can be used to
put tubes on the pegs?
Perhaps use a gripper to pick up and hold the
tube?

FRC 2012 : Rebound Rumble

Perhaps set of rotating wheels can be used to
launch (shoot) the ball into the air?
Perhaps a robot arm can be used to push/pull
down the bridge so we can get on it?



Design influences Success . . .

Designs are specific solutions that can lead to success :

FRC 2011 : Logo Motion

The robot arm needs to be a certain specific size
to be able to reach the top peg
The gripper needs a mechanism to capture and
release tube

FRC 2012 : Rebound Rumble

The launcher wheels need to be tilted at a
certain angle for scoring at the top hoop
The bridge arm needs to be located on a certain
spot on the robot to be able to reach out to the
bridge

Would like some assurances or proofs our designs would work out!



Design Approaches

There are two ways to evaluate a design against the desired goals:

Approach 1 : Physical Prototype :

Scaled mock up for proof of concept
Advantages: intuitive, hands-on, . . .
Disadvantages: cost, time, restrictive (resource
constraints) . . .

Approach 2 : Virtual Prototype :

Simulation with virtual models
Advantages: efficient, iterative, . . .
Disadvantages: requires good model, learning
overhead, . . .

The two ways complement rather than compete with each other.
Will focus on the use of virtual prototype.



Modelling Concept

A model is . . .

a representation or description of the real system

A good model is . . .

suitable for the intended use

When creating a model, a constant struggle is to find the balance
between accuracy and complexity!



Examples of Models

Model of a tall building: to study the effect of earthquake

Weather Model: to track Hurricane Sandy’s path

Model of a skydiver jumping off a balloon (Austrian Felix
Baumgartner, 128100 ft/39045 m/24.3 miles): to predict
breaking the sound barrier



Types of Models

Static models:

focus on geometric, non time-varying properties, e.g.
dimensions and weight

tend to be more graphical in nature

Dynamic models:

focus on characteristics evolution over time (simulation), e.g.
forces and motion

tend to be more mathematical in nature



Dynamic Models

Can roughly be classified into two groups:

Finite Element Model:

Divide things into small pieces and model them individually on
how they interact with each other.
The effects of each of these individual parts are combined
together to form the overall model.
Example: combining local data (like temperature, pressure)
into a weather model to make weather forecast

Lumped Parameter Model:

Group physical characteristics into abstract values (parameters)
Example: represents a free falling object (like a skydiver) as a
blob (a.k.a. point mass)



What is in a model?

What you put into the model to define it:

system properties, parameters, characteristics, . . .

Example: how are the parts connected together in a robot
arm with associated dimensions and weight

What you get from the model:

system behaviour, limitations, . . .

Example: range of motion of robot arm

The more details you put into the model, the more accurate it can
be. But at the same time, it can become very complicated!



Hands On!

Let’s try model something together!



Types of Tools

Traditionally, modelling tools were designed for specific type
of system (i.e. domains):

Electrical: to simulate electrical circuits (e.g. SPICE)
Mechanical: to simulate motion or stress loading (e.g. CAD
tool)

Increasingly, modern tools now combine different types of
systems into a single model (i.e. to be more realistic):

AutoDesk Inventor: Combining FEM and lumped parameter
models in simulation
LabVIEW: Multi-domain simulation (through signal flows
between different domains)
MapleSim: Multi-domain simulation (e.g. electrical,
mechanical, thermal, ... etc)



CAD Tools

Visualization great for evaluation of spatial goals, such as
dimensions

Can provide precise machining requirements (parts
dimensions)

May be able to provide kinematic analysis (motion profile, i.e.
how the robot moves in space without considering the
mass/forces involved)

Natural extension to FEM simulation (since spatial
information is already available in the model)

Example: AutoDesk Inventor



Simulation Tools

Great for determining system behaviour, taking into account
of physical phenomena such as gravity

Can provide prediction on performance, e.g. can the robot
move fast enough

Primarily Lumped Parameter Based Models

Examples: LabVIEW, MapleSim



Learning Curves

To fully appreciate and utilize a model, regardless of the tool, a
certain basic knowledge is required in

Conceptual background knowledge

Tool specific knowledge



Learning Times

How much background knowledge is enough to start creating
model?

When to start learning the tool?

How much time should be spent learning the tool?



Results?

What do we want to see as the output from using the tools
(both technical and non-technical aspects)?

How to measure success with respect to the usage of the
tools?



Moving Forward

Take Aways?

Having a system model can complement the overall build
process and be beneficial to the output

Modelling does not need to be a detailed CAD Drawing or a
comprehensive simulation model

Adoption will likely be a long term proposition

Thoughts? Suggestions?
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